
Background:

Patients and methods: 60 newborns (age 10 (3 – 29) days, weight 3.3 ± 0.6 kg, extubation hour: 84 ± 27) after arterial switch operation, extubated under stable 
hemodynamic and respiratory conditions. Strict minimal handling during the whole 6 hour extubation period to avoid any external stress. No feeding. Measurement 
of respiratory parameters : SaO2, respiratory rate, paCO2), circulatory parameters : HR, SvO2, mean arterial blood pressure (MAP), urine output, metabolic 
parameters : pH, SvO2, base excess (BE) and BNP before and H6 after extubation. T-Test by SigmaPlot 11, ROC calculation by Medcalc.

PRE - EXTUBATIONAL BRAIN NATRIURETIC MEASUREMENT HEL PS CALCULATING 
POST – EXTUBATIONAL RISKS IN PATIENTS WITH HEART FAI LURE.             

A STUDY IN NEWBORNS AFTER SWITCH OPERATION

Results and discussion: BNP increased from pre-extubational 554.5 to post-extubational 1165 pg/ml. Clinical data remaining unchanged, pH and base excess as 
substrata for reduced cardiac output due to higher afterload decreased from 7.41 to 7.38 and from 1.5 to -0.05 mval/l, respectively (p < 0.001).  In the ROC 
evaluation, sensitivity for pre-extubational BNP as predictor of post-extubational base excess decrease was 80.4%, its specificity 92.9%, with a cut-off point at 384 
pg/ml which is nearly identical with the generally accepted BNP cut-off for heart insufficiency. Base excess decreased significantly for BNP beyond the cut-off but 
not below. Absolute BNP increase was higher if pre-extubational BNP was higher (r = 0.77), relative increase was highest for pre-extubational BNP under the cut-
off point. 
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1. Would there be more wall stress due to a higher transmyocardial
gradient and LV afterload after extubation, reflected by a rise in BNP? 

2. Would there be clinical or metabolic signs of heart insufficiency due
to a lesser functional myocardium after extubation in the absence of
respiratory problems?

3. Could pre-extubational BNP help to stratify patients in whom such
signs could be expected.

BNP in our study (under conditions of rest before and after extubation) indicated important wall 
stress already before extubation and far more after extubation. The metabolic changes in the 
absence of respiratory alterations are due to reduced circulation related to the afterload rise.In
stress situations patients may decompensate after extubation (as the metabolic parameters 
indicated) and develop manifest heart insufficiency. 

Conclusion: We found some answers to our questions.

1. The rise of BNP after extubation indicates a higher transmyocardial gradient and 
therefore a higher LV afterload. 

2. Extubation has a negative impact on metabolism, probably due to a reduction of 
cardiac output in the presence of a higher afterload. This may lead to clinical worsening 
of fragile patients with heart failure.

3. Measuring pre-extubational BNP can help to identify the patients that are likely to 
develop signs of heart failure after extubation.

1. 3. 2. 

Physiopathology of ventilation with positive pressure: negative impact on right 
ventricular (RV) and therefore on global cardiac output by impediment of 
central venous return, increased pulmonary vascular resistance and reduced 
left ventricular (LV) filling. Therefore, extubation should ameliorate circulation 
by reducing intrathoracic pressure and pulmonary vascular resistance.  

But: transmycardial LV (1) gradient and afterload rise after extubation, 
reducing LV stroke volume (SV) and thus global cardiac output. Higher oxygen 
demand and reduced circulation can compromise tissue metabolism (3).  LV 
afterload stimulates LV secretion of BNP to counter–regulate Renin-
Angiontensin-Aldosteron mechanism (2) due to reduced cardiac output.  

BNP as a marker for myocardial wall stress
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